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Introduction
• People coordinate hand movements alone and with
others in a variety of settings:
Team Lifting (a familiar
task for most people)

Laparoscopy (a novel
task for most people)

Bimanual (familiar mode) vs. Intermanual
(novel mode) during Shoe-tying (Crites &
Gorman, in press)
• All participants tied the shoe using the same
sequence of coordination modes: bimanually;
intermanually; and then once more bimanually
• Participants (36 dyads):
o Tied the shoe bimanually (B1) for 10 trials
o Then intermanually (Inter) for 20 trials
o Then bimanually (B2) for 10 trials.

• In the context of interacting with everyday objects,
people coordinate their hand movements in a variety
of ways, called coordination modes:
o Unimanual – one-handed
o Bimanual – two-handed
o Intermanual – different people, each using one
hand
• Research on coordination modes in novel task
environments (e.g., teleoperations; laparoscopy) has
shown that

An example of
the intermanual
shoe-tying
condition:

• Not surprisingly, results revealed a significant mode
effect, where the familiar bimanual mode (B1 & B2)
was faster than the novel intermanual mode (Inter)

• However, those studies used novel tasks, wherein
transfer and mode effects disappeared rapidly with
practice

Overview of the Current Studies
• Unlike prior research, the two studies described in
the remainder of this poster required participants to
complete a highly-practiced, familiar task, tying
shoelaces
• Participants tied a shoe-like apparatus (hereafter
called the shoe) while coordination data were
collected via motion capture (MoCap)
• This paradigm allowed us to examine transfer and
mode effects for a highly familiar task (shoe-tying)
• Performance was measured as the minimum trialtime observed (MinTT) in each coordination mode

Task Environment
A

• A = MoCap Room
• B = The “Shoe”
• C = Participant wearing
Ring with Reflective
Marker

B

C

• Mode effects reported in prior research on novel
manual coordination tasks, wherein intermanual is
faster than other coordination modes (e.g., Gorman
& Crites, 2013; Zheng et al., 2007), disappeared in
a highly-familiar bimanual task (e.g., shoe-tying)
• It remains to be seen whether mode effects in a
familiar task disappear with practice (e.g., Gorman
& Crites, 2013), wherein intermanual performance
in shoe-tying may eventually equal or surpass
bimanual performance with enough practice
• The results suggest there may have been positive
transfer following intermanual but not unimanual
shoe-tying to subsequent bimanual performance
• Across the current studies, participants performed
faster intermanually compared to unimanually

• This illustrates that previously reported mode effects
may not be applicable to a highly-familiar task

o Transitioning from one coordination mode to
another can cause either an increase (positive
transfer) or decrease (negative transfer) in
performance (Gorman & Crites, 2013),
depending on the order of coordination modes
o Research has also shown “mode effects,” such
that intermanual tends to be significantly faster
than bimanual (Gorman & Crites, 2013; Zheng,
Swanström, & Mackenzie, 2007)

Discussion

• This finding corroborates mode effects found for a
novel teleoperations task (Gorman & Crites, 2013)

Conclusion
• Interestingly, a significant speed advantage in the
second set of bimanual trials (B2) vs. the fist set of
bimanual trials (B1) suggested positive transfer
following intermanual performance

Follow-up Study to Crites & Gorman (in press):
Bimanual (familiar mode) vs. Unimanual (novel
mode) during Shoe-tying
• Next, we examined whether positive transfer to
the second set of bimanual trials was due to
working with a partner in the intermanual mode
• All procedures were identical to the previous
study, except the intermanual condition was
replaced with unimanual
• Participants (10 dyads)
o Tied the shoe bimanually (B1) for 10 trials
o Then unimanually (Uni) for 20 trials
o Then bimanually (B2) for 10 trials
• Again, results revealed a significant mode effect
where the familiar bimanual mode (B1 & B2) was
faster than the novel mode (Uni)
• However, there was no significant difference
between the first set of bimanual trials (B1) and
second set of bimanual trials (B2) following
performance of the novel unimanual mode

• The current research explores how people relearn a
familiar manual coordination task (e.g., tying a
shoe) using a novel coordination mode (e.g.,
intermanually)
• The results of this research may, for instance,
inform new strategies to facilitate relearning simple
manual coordination tasks (e.g., tying a shoe) after
loss of limb function (e.g., due to paralysis,
amputation, or after a stroke)
• After loss of limb function, individuals will need to
relearn manual performance of everyday tasks;
understanding patterns of transfer between novel
and familiar coordination modes should inform
effective learning interventions during rehabilitation
• Furthermore, understanding how people learn a
novel manual task with another person, such as
intermanually, may help us understand how people
coordinate performance with artificial agents (e.g.,
human-robot interaction)
• Research on manual coordination modes should
continue to explore the implications of novel vs.
familiar task environments for mode effects and
transfer
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